DRINKS MENU

COCKTAILS

MOCKTAILS

CLASSIC MOJITO £8.50
Bacardi, lime, sugar & mint,
topped up with soda.
(Please ask the team for other flavours)

ELDERFLOWER MOJITO £4.50
Elderflower presse with mint sugar & lime.

BELLINI £9.50

Prosecco with a twist of peach or strawberry.

CHAMBORD ROYALE £10.50
Classic Champagne cocktail mixing Chambord
raspberry liqueur & Champagne.
BRAMBLE £8.50
Bombay Sapphire Gin, blackberry liqueur & lemon.
PORNSTAR MARTINI £9.50
Grey Goose Vanilla Vodka, passionfruit liqueur,
passion fruit puree, sweetened with sugar &
orange juice. Served with a side of Prosecco.
COSMOPOLITAN £8.50
Grey Goose Le Citron Vodka, Cointreau,
cranberry & lime juice.
APEROL SPRITZ £8.50
Aperol, Prosecco, soda & and a wheel of orange.

WATERMELON & CUCUMBER COOLER £4.50
Watermelon, cucumber, lemon juice & soda.

NOT SO COSMO £4.50
Orange, lemon, cranberry & lime.
REFRESHER £4.50
Elderflower presse, lemon juice & cranberry.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE £4.50
Strawberry, splash of lemon juice
& topped with lemonade.

VODKA
ERISTOFF £3.60
Made from 100% grain & distilled as part of a
3-step process and charcoal filtered, meaning
whether it’s neat or with a mixer, Eristoff will deliver
the unique taste from the “Land of the Wolf”.

CHAMPAGNE FLOAT £10.50

GREY GOOSE RANGE £5.10
Fine French Vodka with an elegant floral aroma
accented by a smooth rounded texture.

SMOKING MAPLE OLD FASHIONED £11.00
Gentleman Jack bourbon smoked over maple wood,
maple syrup & a dash of orange bitters on the rocks.

CHASE VODKA £4.85
The first & only premium British Vodka made from
potatoes, grown & produced on a single estate
distillery in Hereford owned by William Chase.

Champagne, with a choice of
elderflower or raspberry sorbet.

AMARETTO SOUR £8.50
Simple yet delicious, Amaretto,
lemon juice & sugar syrup.
BERRY BREEZE £8.50
Grey Goose Vanilla Vodka, Chambord, strawberry
puree lengthened with cranberry Juice.
ESPRESSO MARTINI £9.50
Grey Goose Vanilla Vodka, Kahlúa & a shot
of espresso, the perfect pick me up!
BLACKBERRY SMOKE £10.50
Jameson Whisky, blackberry,
lemon, apple juice & vanilla.

KISS FROM A ROSE £9.50
Bombay Sapphire Gin, rose wine, strawberry,
cucumber & elderflower tonic.
PIMM’S Glass £4.50 Jug £17.00
The original No 1 fruit cup, refreshing served
with fresh fruit, mint & cucumber & topped
off with lemonade. Or try it by the jug &
share with friends. A blend of 27 herbs & spices
allow this liqueur to be enjoyed over ice or as
a warmed after dinner digestif.

SIPSMITH VODKA £4.50
Smooth, rounded, warming brightness
on the palette, deliciously vanilla-led with
a biscuit sweet finish.

GIN

BOURBON & WHISKEY

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE £3.60
Ten carefully selected botanical ingredients &
careful distillation leads to a crisper, cleaner finish.

JACK DANIEL’S £3.60
Uncle Jack’s Old Number 7 brand.

Recommended with lemon & lime
garnish & Indian tonic water.

MALFY LEMON £4.50
From the Amalfi Coast, it has citrus &
juniper on the nose.
Recommended with lemon garnish
& Indian tonic water.

MALFY BLOOD ORANGE £4.50

Made from blood orange peels sourced
from Sicily & infused with juniper.
Recommended with grapefruit garnish &
Mediterranean tonic water.

HENDRICK’S £4.35
Unique in flavour by its infusion of
rose & cucumber.
Recommended with cucumber & edible
flower garnish & elderflower tonic.

FAMOUS GROUSE £3.60
A best-selling blended whiskey,
full, golden & bright.
JAMESON’S £3.90
Jameson’s original is a blend of pot still &
fine grain whiskeys that is as versatile as
it is smooth, triple distilled & aged for a
minimum of 4 years, a timeless whiskey.
GENTLEMAN JACK £5.05
The only Tennessee whiskey that’s been charcoal
mellowed twice, Gentleman Jack offers full-bodied
flavour, a silky finish, & the ultimate smoothness.
MONKEY SHOULDER £4.50
Some say it tastes like riding bareback on the
wild moors of Scotland with a flame haired
maiden on a Christmas morning. Others agree
it tastes like 007 wearing a tuxedo wetsuit.
DALWHINNIE 15YR £4.60
Elegant, smooth & medium bodied with a light,
fruity palate & a whiff of heather to the finish.

Recommended with grapefruit, ginger
ale or Indian tonic water.

LAPHROAIG £5.50
One of the most divisive Scotch whiskies,
loved by those who enjoy its medicinal, smoky
flavour & looked on in amazement at those who
don’t, it remains one of the most popular.

BROCKMANS £5.50
A gin like no other with the addition of blackberry &
blueberry botanicals. An intensely smooth gin with
a beautifully crafted taste.

TALISKER £4.85
The Isle of Skye’s only single malt, & one that
is loved all over the world for its maritime
character of white pepper, brine & smoke.

Recommended with blueberry & blackberry
garnish & Mediterranean tonic water.

BLANTON’S SINGLE BARREL £9.50

WARNER EDWARDS RHUBARB £5.50
Subtle hints of sweet spice, vanilla & nutmeg.

BOTANIST £5.50
This highly complex, floral gin has an outstanding
finish & impeccable provenance.
Recommended with lemon & thyme
garnish & Elderflower tonic water.

The finest bourbon in the world
comes from a single barrel.

JACK DANIEL’S SINGLE BARREL £6.70
A richer variation of JD, with less sweetness
& more power than No.7. A favourite in
bars, this is a must for aficionados.
GUEST WHISKY

Please ask your server for details.
PLEASE ASK OUR TEAM ABOUT
OUR SELECTION OF LOCAL GINS

TONIC
INDIAN TONIC WATER £2.00
LIGHT INDIAN TONIC WATER £2.00
AROMATIC TONIC WATER £2.00
MEDITERRANEAN TONIC WATER £2.00
ELDERFLOWER TONIC WATER £2.00
LEMON TONIC WATER £2.00

LIQUEURS

RUMS

OLMECA TEQUILA £3.50
The golden tequila from the Agave plant.

BACARDI £3.60
Loved the world over since 1832.

JÄGERMEISTER £3.60
Made in Germany to a secret blend of 56 herbs,
roots & fruits, best served as an ice-cold shot.

KRAKEN £3.80
Black rum from the Caribbean blended with spices.

SAMBUCA LUXARDO £3.50
The original ‘After Dinner Italian’ best served flambé
with three coffee beans as a token of romance.

BACARDI 8 YRS £4.20
This golden sipping rum is one of the oldest private
rum blends in the world. Each batch is made from a
special selection of barrel aged reserve rums.

GLAYVA £3.90
Scotch whisky, citrus & spice.
Simple smoothness over ice.
CAMPARI £3.60
Instantly recognised as an aperitif
with either orange or soda.
DISARONNO AMARETTO £3.70
A classic almond flavoured liqueur with a fragrant
aroma and a well-rounded taste.
BENEDICTINE £3.70
A French herbal liqueur produced since the 1800s.
Its recipe is secret & heavily guarded.
BAILEYS ORIGINAL IRISH CREAM £3.60
The perfect balancing act of aged Irish
whiskey woven with fresh Irish dairy cream,
a hint of cocoa & vanilla.

COGNAC
COURVOISIER £4.10
The classic Cognac & allegedly one of Napoleon’s
favourites which is why the bottles still bear his seal.
HENNESSY VS £5.50
Hennessy VS is a fine blend of more than 40
different eaux-de-vie carefully selected from the
premier growing areas of the Cognac region.
REMY VSOP £5.80
Mature cask finish is composed of
eaux-de-vie coming exclusively from the
most sought after vineyards of Cognac.
REMY MARTIN X0 £16.75
Extra old, the taste of excellence. Enjoy the
true pleasure of its supreme richness. The
undertones of honeysuckle & wood ageing are
ever present from the nose to the velvety finish.
COGNAC LOUIS XIII £116.00

Over a hundred years is spent in the creation
of every bottle of arguably the finest Cognac
in the world. Half of that century the liquid
spends inside its own numbered lead-crystal
decanter, awaiting someone to release it.
More than a cognac, it’s an experience.

OLD J CHERRY £3.80
A twist on the original Old J but with an added
infusion of marasca cherry.
BACARDI NEGRA £3.80
A medium-bodied black rum with a
robust & intense flavour.
RON ZACAPA 23 £9.75
This ultra-premium sipping rum is warm
and smoky, with vanilla and cocoa notes - best
served neat or over ice.

SHERRY
CROFT ORIGINAL £3.50
Pale medium sherry created by using Dry Fino
& the depth of cream. Truly the original.
TIO PEPE £3.50
Best served over ice as an aperitif or
chilled as an accompaniment to tapas.
HARVEYS BRISTOL CREAM £3.50

Since 1796 Harveys have made sherry
using only the very best of Jerez’s wines.
The distinctive cream sherry.

PORT
RIO TORTO RESERVA £3.60
Made from the finest Portuguese
wines & wood aged.
RUBY PORT £3.55
Lighter in appearance & easy
drinking, an all round port.
TAYLOR’S L.B.V. £4.40
A name synonymous with great port making.
This family has been producing some of
the finest late bottled vintages around.

DRAUGHT BEERS & CIDERS
COORS LIGHT £4.40 Pint
PERONI £5.30 Pint
GUINNESS £5.10 Pint
SAN MIGUEL £5.10 Pint
BLUE MOON £5.20 Pint
PRAVHA £4.80 Pint
STRAWBERRY & LIME REKORDERLIG
£4.80 Pint

ASPALLS CIDER £4.40 Pint

BOTTLED BEERS & CRAFT
CORONA £4.10
PERONI NASTRO AZZURRO £4.10
DESPERADOS £4.50
BIRRA MORETTI £4.30
ESTRELLA DAMM DAURA £3.60
(Gluten free)

BAVARIA £3.50
(Alcohol free)

ASK OUR TEAM ABOUT OUR BOTTLED
CRAFT ALE SELECTION

CHAMPAGNE
& SPARKLING WINE
IL CORTIGIANO PROSECCO - ITALY

A deliciously light & fruity Prosecco with hints
of green apple on the nose and a
fresh, softly sparkling finish.
Bottle £28.00 Glass £6.95

ITALIA PINOT GRIGIO ROSE
SPUMANTE - ITALY

A lively rosé fizz with delicate aromas of red
berries and a palate of lush, summer fruits.
Bottle £29.00 Glass £7.95

CANALS & NUBIOLA BRUT CAVA - SPAIN

Spain’s famous quality sparkling wine. Crisp
Mediterranean fruit aromas of melon & nectarine.
Bottle £29.00 Glass £7.95

GUY LAFORGE BRUT N.V. CHAMPAGNE
Our superb house Champagne has a
wonderfully soft, fruity style.
Bottle £43.00 Glass £9.95

COMTESSE DE GENLIS ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE
Our superb house Champagne, as a rosé with
strawberry and vanilla aromas complimented
by fresh summer pudding palate flavour.
Bottle £45.00 Glass £10.95

VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL
N.V. CHAMPAGNE
Consistently one of the very finest
N.V.’s, full bodied, rich and fruity.
Bottle £75.00

DRAUGHT ALES
& BOTTLED CIDERS

LAURENT-PERRIER N.V. ROSÉ. CHAMPAGNE
Made from hand sorted Pinot Noir grapes
this cult rosé combines soft red summer
fruits with crisp balancing acidity.

Ask your server about our current selection of cask
ales produced in our very own micro brewery.

Bottle £90.00

BOWLAND BREWERY RANGE From £4.20 Pint

LOUIS ROEDERER VINTAGE BRUT.
CHAMPAGNE

OLD MOUT RANGE £5.50
Strawberry & Pomegranate
Kiwi & Lime
Passionfruit & Apple
Berries & Cherries

OLD MOUT £4.50
(Alcohol free)

Displaying the rich, yeasty brioche character
of truly fine vintage Champagne.
Bottle £105.00

LAURENT-PERRIER GRAND SIECLE
CHAMPAGNE
Powerful & well rounded with hints
of honey & grilled almonds.
Bottle £195.00

CRISTAL BRUT LOUIS ROEDERER

The ultimate prestige cuvée, very limited
production from one of the finest producers.
Supremely elegant and refined.
Bottle £265.00

ROSÉ WINE
JEAN JULIEN CINSAULT ROSE - FRANCE

WHITE WINE
PETIRROJO CHARDONNAY - CHILE

An aromatic, soft, juicy rosé with subtle
floral aromas, ripe red berry fruits.

Fresh with good acidity, ripe tropical fruit,
cherimoya and clean balanced characteristics.

Bottle £22.95 125ml £3.80
175ml £5.30 250ml £7.70

Bottle £22.95 125ml £3.80
175ml £5.30 250ml £7.70

CANYON ROAD ROSE ZINFANDEL

FAIRWAY CHENIN BLANC - SOUTH AFRICA

A major crowd pleaser from the sunshine state.
Luscious strawberry cherry & watermelon
on the nose supported by a bright berry
fruited palate and a smooth crisp finish.
Bottle £23.95 125ml £4.10
175ml £5.50 250ml £7.90

BOUTINOT ‘LES CERISIERS’
COTES-DU-RHONE ROSÉ, FRANCE

A rich, full bodied rose very soft in the mouth
and full of round blackcurrant fruit flavours.
Bottle £26.95 125ml £4.50
175ml £6.20 250ml £8.90

MONOPOLE ROSADO RIOJA C.V.N.E - SPAIN
Rich in colour and in body, this is a full and
flavour packed rosé, ripe summer fruits on
the palate lead to a well-balanced wine with
some depth. A very refreshing drink.
Bottle £29.50 125ml £5.00
175ml £6.90 250ml £9.90

DOMAINE DE LA VIEILLE TOUR
- PROVENCE - FRANCE

A classic Provence rosé, there’s plenty of
lovely sweet fruit and attractive balance
from the grenache grapes, the palate is soft
ripe and juicy with plenty of depth.
Bottle £32.50

CHATEAU FERRAGES ROUMERY
ROSÉ – PROVENCE - FRANCE

Based predominantly on Cinsault this really
is one of the finest rosés from Provence.
Bottle £39.50

SANCERRE ROSE PETIT BROUX - FRANCE
Light and delicate, this is one of the more
elegant pretty pinks with a long, crisp finish.
Bottle £49.00

DOMAINE OTT CHATEAU DE SELLE PROVENCE - FRANCE

A very fine Provencal rosé from the regions finest
domaine, skillfully vinified to retain intriguingly
perfumed aromatics and crisp freshness of fruit.
Bottle £89.95

A wonderfully harmonious blend that is richly
aromatic on the nose with vibrant white stone
fruit flavours and a pure, balanced finish.
Bottle £22.95 125ml £3.80
175ml £5.30 250ml £7.70

JEAN JULIEN SAUVIGNON BLANC - FRANCE
Fresh aromas with lemons and hints of grassiness.
Well balanced, lively and very moreish.
Bottle £22.95 125ml £3.80
175ml £5.30 250ml £7.70

ARGENTO PINOT GRIGIO - ARGENTINA
Very light and clean with wonderfully
crisp tropical fruit flavours.
Bottle £24.50 125ml £4.15
175ml £6.25 250ml £8.40

SOLAR VIEJO RIOJA BLANCO - SPAIN

An open and appealing nose with vibrant fruit
flavours. There is good palate weight, with
tropical fruit and lightly toasted characters well
balanced, with fine, fresh balancing citrus acidity.
Bottle £27.95 125ml £4.70
175ml £6.60 250ml £9.45

RONGOPAI SAUVIGNON BLANC,
MARLBOROUGH - N.Z.

Fruit driven with refreshing apple & melon
notes. There is a nice juicy weight to this
wine with a pleasantly long spicy finish.
Bottle £29.95 125ml £5.10
175ml £7.00 250ml £10.05

TABALI PEDREGOSO GRAN RESERVA
VIOGNIER - CHILE
Aromatic, citrus and floral notes in this
full bodied, fruit driven Viognier. Lingering
pear and apricot with soft acidity.
Bottle £29.95 125ml £5.10
175ml £7.00 250ml £10.05

CONO SUR RESERVA RIESLING - GERMAN
Elegant & fresh, with notes of grapefruit,
apricot & peach balanced with great acidity.
Bottle £31.50 125ml £5.35
175ml £7.25 250ml £10.35

WHITE WINE

WHITE WINE

MALVASIA DEL SALENTO - PUGLIA - ITALY

LANGLOIS CHÂTEAU SANCERRE
- LOIRE - FRANCE

One of Italy’s most interesting and increasingly
fashionable varieties! Delicate floral, stone fruit
and citrus aromas lead on to a palate with fresh
peach notes backed by a textural minerality
with a touch of vanilla.
Bottle £34.85 125ml £5.85
175ml £8.25 250ml £11.95

OLIVIER TRICON 2006 CHABLIS – FRANCE
This is benchmark Chablis, with crisp, citrus
overtones & a mineral finish.
Bottle £46.95 125ml £7.65
175ml £10.55 250ml £15.30

LES COTEAUX TUFIERS VOUVRAY – FRANCE

A delicious off-dry style of Chenin Blanc with
honeyed, nutty aromas. On the palate lush fruit is
balanced by crisp acidity, which results in an elegant
and long finish.
Bottle £29.95

Pure, fruit – forward and fine. This has a super ripe
fruit, very characteristic of this excellent domaine
but with good balance having been picked early
to maintain some freshness. Lovely aromas of
white currants.
Bottle £47.95

GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC –
MARLBOROUGH – N.Z.

A delicious fusion of ripe summer fruits and delicate
floral perfume, citrus blossom and elderflower
entwined with nectarines and white peaches,
mandarin and cantaloupe with a twist of lemon.
Intensely flavoured, succulent and crisp with a
delicate herbal infusion. Rich and intensely
flavoured perfect for food matching.
Bottle £49.95

DOMAINE BERTHELEMOT
MEURSAULT – FRANCE

Aromatic, zesty nose with apple, lime and
kiwi notes. The wine is crisp, with weighty
fruit and a zippy finish.

An elegant Burgundian classic from this brilliant
domaine. Restrained and elegant as you might
expect. Aromas of citronella and ripe lemons, the
palate is fresh and mineral with a persistent finish.
Broad and complex the perfect food wine.

Bottle £31.95

Bottle £98.95

YOU & ME ALBARINO - SPAIN

DOMAINE CAPUANO-FERRERI CHASSAGNEMONTRACHET PRESTIGE BLANC- FRANCE

LA LUCIANA GAVI - ITALY

Very fruity, highlighting the apple, pear, apricot &
citrus, characteristic of the Albarino variety.
Bottle £33.95

DEAKIN ESTATE CHARDONNAY - AUSTRALIA
Oz Chardonnay is making a comeback… and this
is a cracking wine to start the revolution. With the
faintest whiff of biscuity oak. This rich & creamy
Chardonnay with impressions of peach &
custard-apple is an absolute delight.
Bottle £33.95

The village of Chassagne Montrachet is recognised
the world over for the richness and complexity of
its Chardonnay wines. French toast and buttered
peaches, this is flavoursome and nutty with all the
flesh and softness you would expect from a
great Chassagne.
Bottle £105.50

DOMAINE BERTHELEMOT PULIGNY
MONTRACHET ‘LES LEVRONS’– FRANCE

BOSCHENDAL PAVILLION CHENIN BLANC,
WESTERN CAPE - SOUTH AFRICA
Unoaked, with notes of tropical & citrus fruit.
Led with a fresh & zingy finish.

Rich and intense Puligny with great typicity from
this excellent producer. The deep stony soil gives
the wine its intensity and elegance typical of the
land round Puligny. Aromas - floral with hints of
almond and hazelnut, and the wine is fresh
and rich in the mouth.

Bottle £35.25

Bottle £115.50

DOMAINE DES PERSERONS SAINT- VÉRAN,
LE QUARTIER DES GIROUETTES - FRANCE
A true Maconnais white with steely elegance
and real finesse. This has vibrant citrus fruit and
lovely minerality. It is a truly good example of a
traditional white Burgundy and a delicious food
accompaniment.
Bottle £41.95

RED WINE

RED WINE

CANYON ROAD MERLOT - CHILE

DOMAINE LA MADONE, FLEURIE,
LA REINE DE LA’ARENITE

Made in a soft but full-bodied style with rich berry
characters, ripe, soft tannins, velvety structure and
cherry, plum and vanilla fruit flavours.
Bottle £22.95 125ml £3.80
175ml £5.30 250ml £7.70

Pretty, floral, elegant and aromatic. A heady
perfume of freshly picked Irises and Peonies drift
above the crushed berry nose. Ripe tannins and
fresh acidity support a palate of morello cherries
and black forest gateaux.

TIGER HORSE OLD VINE CINSAULT SOUTH AFRICA

Bottle £33.95 125ml £5.60
175ml £7.85 250ml £11.35

Light in colour, this is a soft smoky red with plenty
of personality. Classically restrained with soft
savoury fruit and veil of exotic spice on the finish.

CASA FERREIRINHA ESTEVA DOURO TINTO,
DOURO - PORTUGAL

Bottle £22.95 125ml £3.80
175ml £5.30 250ml £7.70

Red fruits with warm notes of cedar & tobacco. A
great representation of the grape variety, this is soft,
juicy fruited and very moreish.

JEAN JULIEN SHIRAZ - FRANCE

Bottle £33.95

Attractive ripe blackberry and spice aromas.
Soft and integrated with chunky black fruit flavours
and a round fruity finish.
Bottle £22.95 125ml £3.80
175ml £5.30 250ml £7.70

SOLAR VIEJO COSECHA
TEMPRANILLO - SPAIN

Modern fruit driven Tempranillo, irresistable dry ripe
plum fruit perfectly in tune with a velvety touch.
Bottle £24.95 125ml £4.35
175ml £5.95 250ml £8.25

LA COUR DES DAMES SYRAH LANGUEDOC - FRENCH

Dense, rich black fruits laced with flavours
of cinnamon and spice.
Bottle £24.95 125ml £4.35
175ml £5.95 250ml £8.25

FINCA FLICHMAN ROBLE CABERNET
SAUVIGNON – ARGENTINA

Deep ruby red with complex aromas of cassis
with notes of black pepper. Spicy & fruity
with a long finish.
Bottle £27.00 125ml £4.75
175ml £6.35 250ml £9.15

TRIVENTO PRIVATE SELECTION
MALBEC - ARGENTINA

Multiple layers of voluptuous berry fruits merge
with enticing oak aromas and delicious dense sweet
vanilla spice flavours.
Bottle £28.75 125ml £4.95
175ml £6.80 250ml £9.75

TORRE FALASCO VALPANTENA
CORVINA, VENETO - ITALY

Aromas of fresh red fruits - strawberry, raspberry
and redcurrants, bright & fresh in the glass,
approachable structure & well balanced.
Bottle £28.95

DOMAINE DES TOURELLES RED, BEKAA
VALLEY - LEBANON

Deep ruby red with fantastically expressive aromas
of cherries, cedar wood, cracked black pepper,
rosemary and cloves. A savoury and herbal palate
with morello cherry flavours and fine tannins.
Bottle £34.95

KLEIN CONSTANTIA CABERNET SAUVIGNON
MERLOT – SOUTH AFRICA
This is an exceptionally lovely, classically Bordelaise
blend. Restrained but appealing on the nose with
typical red fruit aromas of plum and cherries and
smoky hints balanced with fine, soft tannic structure
and rounded finish.
Bottle £36.95

BAROSSA INK SHIRAZ - AUSTRALIA

Intense crimson with youthful purple hues. Lifted
blue fruits, blood plum, ripe blackberries and spice
flow out of the glass with spicy pepper and hints of
bramble and dark chocolate. Generous mouth filling
sweet blackberries, raspberries and plums cover the
palate with lashings of sweet spice.
Bottle £36.95

TRIVENTO GOLD RESERVE MALBEC,
MENDOZA - ARGENTINA

Intense purple in colour, the wine displays great
minerality, fresh herbal notes, spice and beautifully
expressive black fruits. The palate is elegant, with
nice fresh acidity, and a smooth finish.
Bottle £44.95

BESO CRIANZA, UTIEL REQUENA - SPAIN

A bouquet of ripe fruits with deep bitter notes, the
palate is elegant, full bodied and rich in ripe tannins.
Bottle £41.95

DOMAINE LA HAUTE MARONE ‘LE CRU DES
DENTELLES DE MONTMIRAIL’, GIGONDAS
FRANCE

A deep coloured classic blend reflects dark
fruit aromas, complimented with notes of
clove & nutmeg.

Intense aromas of ripe raspberries and black
cherries, followed by smoke and hints of toasted
cocoa beans. Deep and intense,slowly revealing –
black cherries,
dark chocolate and hints of clove and nutmeg.
Hugely rich but elegant.

Bottle £31.95

Bottle £49.95

LA JOYA GRAN RESERVA CABERNET
SAUVIGNON - CHILE

RED WINE

SWEET WINES

MONTRESOR VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO ‘CAPITEL
DELLA CROSARA’ – ITALY

MOSCATO PASSITO ‘PALAZZINA’ - ITALY

Ripasso wine from a single vineyard with concentrated
fruit flavours and spicy oak. Intense aromas of fresh
morello cherry and ripe plum give an attractive first
impression. The palate bright crunchy cherry fruit with
spicy vanilla notes and a classic bitter cherry finish.
Bottle £49.95

CLOS L’HERMITAGE, LALANDE DE POMEROL,
BORDEAUX - FRANCE
The style is voluptuous yet poised and
well-balanced with plump, dark cherry fruit
and supple tannins.
Bottle £53.95

FERTUNA PACTIO, TUSCANY – ITALY

We can’t recommend this enough,
a beautifully balanced desert wine. The palate
has lots of ripe apricots & acacia honey,
with a fresh & lingering citrus finish.
37.5cl Bottle £19.95, 125ml £5.10

MONBAZILLAC - DOMAINE
GRANGE NEUVE - FRANCE

This is a wonderful sweet wine that is very
similar in style to good Sauternes.
50cl Bottle £31.95

CIGARS
COHIBA SIGLO II £22.50

Deep and complex flavours of prunes, black cherry and
spice weave through the well bodied palate with its
velvety texture and long, savoury finish.

ROMEO Y JULIETA NO.2 TUBOS £19.50

Bottle £64.95

MONTECRISTO PETIT TUBOS £18.20

CHATEAU SOCIANDO-MALLET CRU BOURGEOIS
HAUT MEDOC, FRANCE

JOSE L PIEDRA CONSERVAS £10.50
QUINTERO TUBOS £10.60

Ripe and exotically aromatic, classic Bordeaux:
autumnal, oaky aromas, black cherries and smoky coffee
are enhanced further by rich sweet fruit and spicy
incense aromas.

GUANTANAMERA CRISTALES £7.90

Bottle £101.95

LA INVICTA £2.75

VALLET FRÉRES, GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN
‘CLOS DE LA JUSTICE’ MONOPOLE - FRANCE

GUANTANAMERA MINUTOS £5.85

CIGARILLOS

This stunning example of Pinot Noir displays characters
of cherry alongside rustic notes that express the terroir.
An inviting lightly perfumed nose, the palate has
delicate flavours that are long with different
levels of complexity.

MONTECRISTO PURITOS £9.40 BOX

Bottle £121.95

ROMEO Y JULIETA MINIS £8.60 BOX

ROPITEAU NUIT ST.GEORGE,
BURGUNDY - FRANCE

PARTAGAS MINIS £8.60 BOX

This is a classic Burgundy in every sense. Supple aromas
of red berries, spices and a hint of vanilla. The palate is
just as fruity with refreshing sour cherries, delicious red
berries, crisp acidity and supple tannins.
Bottle £125.95

COHIBA MINIS £11.35 BOX

SOFT DRINKS
APPLETISER £2.95
FENTIMANS £3.15
Ginger Beer, Elderflower, Cherry Cola,
Rose Lemonade, Victorian Lemonade
J2O £2.95
Orange & Passionfruit, Apple & Mango, Apple
& Raspberry, Pear & Raspberry (Spritz).
RED BULL £2.95
FROBISHER’S JUICES £2.95
Orange, Cranberry, Apple, Pineapple, Tomato
MINERAL WATER £2.10/£3.65

COFFEE
ESPRESSO Small £1.95 / Large £2.80
Aromatic, full bodied & served short & black.
CAFFÉ MACCHIATO £2.90
An espresso with a dash of hot
frothed milk to soften the blow.
CAFFÉ AMERICANO £2.90
A double espresso topped up with hot water.
CAPPUCCINO Small £2.90 / Large £3.30
One third espresso, two thirds hot,
frothy milk & dusted with chocolate,
nutmeg or cinnamon topping.

CAFFÉ LATTE £3.15
An espresso base topped up with
lots of hot milk & a frothy top.
CAFFÉ MOCHA £3.50
An espresso base with thick hot chocolate
& a dusting of chocolate powder.
CHOCOLATO £3.60
Delicious hot chocolate,
choose dark or white chocolate.
CHOCOLATO DELUXE £3.90
Cream & marshmallows

CAFFÉ DECAFFEINATO £2.90
As the name suggests, all the flavour but without
the caffeine. Available as all of the above.
SYRUPS 75p
Ask your server for our current range.

TEA
TRADITIONAL ENGLISH BREAKFAST £2.90
EARL GREY £2.90
PURE ASSAM £2.90
PURE DARJEELING £2.90
PURE CEYLON £2.90
LAPSANG SOUCHONG & LEMON £2.90
GREEN £2.90

INFUSIONS
LEMON & GINGER £2.95
PURE PEPPERMINT £2.95
RASPBERRY & GINSENG £2.95

PRIVATE DINING
If you’re looking for somewhere that’s
a little bit special to dine with family,
friends or business associates but still
with the fantastic food, service and
ambience of Mitton Hall then why not
take a look at our private dining rooms.
PERFECT FOR GROUPS
OF 8 TO 30 GUESTS
3 OR 5 COURSES From £35 per person
For bookings or further information,
please speak to reception.

AFTERNOON TEA
Delicious sandwiches, a selection of the
finest cakes & pastries, wonderfully light
freshly baked scones with clotted cream &
jam, all served with unlimited tea or coffee.
Afternoon Tea
£17.50 per person
Champagne Afternoon Tea
£23.00 per person
Gin-dulgence Afternoon Tea
£25.00 per person

Mitton, Whalley,
Lancashire BB7 9PQ
01254 826 544
info@mittonhallhotel.co.uk
www.mittonhallhotel.co.uk

